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Abstract
A constrained nonlinear optimization method based on nonlinear programming techniques has
been applied to map geometry of bedrock of sedimentary basins by inversion of gravity anomaly
data. In the inversion, the applying model is a 2-D model that is composed of a set of juxtaposed
prisms whose lower depths have been considered as unknown model parameters. The applied
inversion method is a nonlinear one, which minimizes the objective functions by definition of
different objective functions and an initial simple model to improve the initial model parameters.
In this study, for different cases, sufficient objective functions are defined based on the condition
which is encountered in the inverse problem. To control the under- determinacy part of the inverse
problem and to prevent unreasonable instability in the resultant model, damping terms are added to
the objective function. The act of synthetic inversion for different cases of parameterization has
been examined and the results are analyzed. The results have almost depicted the recovery of the
model and also fitting of the original and model response data. In addition, the method has been
used to invert real gravity data in Aman Abad area. From the inversion results, depths of the basin,
features like fractures and uplift in bedrock, along specific profiles have been determined. Thicker
parts of sediments in the basin along the profiles have also been recognized, which have the
potential for exploring drinking water in this area.

Keywords: Optimization, Objective function, Geometry of bedrock, Inversion, Constrains,
Gravity data.

1. Introduction
To map the sediment thickness and bedrock
topography, there have been various methods
in recent years by which we can find many
applications for these types of mapping in
subsurface geological investigation such as:
geotectonic, modeling groundwater flow,
exploring petroleum, studying ice stream
flow and modeling ground motion
amplification during an earthquake in a
sedimentary basin. It is known for certain
that the basis of understanding of a ground
water system in a valley or determining a
major faulting system depends on sediment
thickness
and
bedrock
topography
(Annecchione et al., 2001; Schaefer, 1983).
If interface intersects any vertical line only
once (Smith, 1961) and the gravity anomaly
is known to exist in a continuous way with
infinite precision, mapping the depth to an
interface, separating the two homogeneous
media will be considered to a nonlinear
problem with a unique solution. The
*Corresponding author:

knowledge of the discontinuous relief of a
sedimentary basin could also lead to locating
oil structural traps, to be of combination with
the discontinuity (Silva et al., 2010). Because
of the higher density (higher seismic
velocity) of bedrocks than that of sedimental,
alluvial, or volcanic deposits, seismic waves
can be trapped and thus amplified, resulting
in disastrously large ground motion and
extended
earthquake
duration.
The
Knowledge of a subglacial sediment can be
efficiently used to understand the dynamic
evolvement of the ice streams in Polar
Regions (Bell et al., 1999; Studinger et al.,
2001).
In practice, these last conditions are never
fulfilled making the solutions become
unstable. Therefore, there are methods
designed to solve this problem, which
introduce an a priori information to stabilize
the solutions (Burkhard and Jackson, 1976;
Pedersen, 1977; Richardson and MacInnes,
m-mirzaei@araku.ac.ir
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1989). Stabilizing the problem condition can
also be accomplished by limiting the parameter
corrections at each iteration, using, for
example, a parameter covariance matrix
(Burkhard and Jackson, 1976; Richardson
and MacInnes, 1989) or abandoning
eigenvalues smaller than a threshold one in a
generalized inverse approach (Pedersen,
1977).
The clear former information required by
these methods can be a good guess for the
thicknesses of the upper medium and the
knowledge of the density contrast between
the media.
Oldenburg
and Pratt (2002) developed
an iterative method based on Parker’s
expansion of the gravity anomaly into a
power series of the function representing the
interface in the wave number domain
(Parker, 1973). Parker’s formula was
represented in a noniterative inversion by
Guspi (1993), expressing it as a power series
expansion in the reciprocal of the density
contrast.
In Granser’s method, the kernel of the
nonlinear integral equation relating the
gravity anomaly to the interface relief
is expanded in Taylor’s series with
the coefficients of the inverse series obtained
from the coefficients of the original series
(Granser, 1987). If the low-pass filter is
applied to the observed anomaly, these
methods stabilize the solutions, with a cutoff
frequency designed to guarantee the
convergence of the series. The lower cut-off
frequency and the low order of the
expansion, result in a stable inversion,
the more stable solutions and the smoother
estimated interface. The only clear former
information necessary to be taken into
account is the density contrast between
the two media and the interface average
depth. Successive approximations of the
interface were obtained by computing
the residual associated relief between
the observed and the computed anomaly
using the current approximation for the
interface at each iteration. Added to the
previous approximation is the residual
topography (Courtillot et al., 1974;
Pilkington, 2006).
In these methods, at each iteration either an
integral equation (Courtillot et al., 1974) or a
matrix equation (Pilkington and Crossley,

1986) is solved, being equivalent to
continued observed anomaly to some level
below the surface. The stabilizing procedure
is therefore reduced, to stabilize the
downward continuation procedure, in the
matrix formulation of Pilkington and
Crossley.
Two inversion methods can be used to
determine the bedrock topography and
probable discontinuities. Inversions can be
performed manually by adjusting the
geologic model manually, or automatically
using an optimization algorithm. Barbosa,
Silva, Oldenburg and Pratt did review
different methods (Barbosa et al., 1999;
Oldenburg and Pratt, 2002).
Fourier method was the basis of several
algorithms using Parker’s formula (Li, 2010;
Parker, 1973; Pilkington, 2006). The
implementations take advantage of the rapid
forward calculations of gridded data via the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) while forming
the backbone of several commercial software
products. Methods based on Parker’s formula
(computing the gravity effect of an arbitrary
interface separating two homogeneous
media) that stabilize the solutions either by
applying a low-pass filter to the data or by
using a damping parameter, implicitly
introduce an a priori information in which the
interface is smooth. The lower the cutoff
frequency or the larger the damping
parameter, the smoother the computed
interface is.
Gravity inversion corresponds to a linear
(density unknown) or nonlinear (geometry
unknown) inverse problem depending on
the model parameters. Among the nonlinear
techniques, inversion of basement relief
of sedimentary basins is an important
application which remains to be considered.
A common way to approach this problem
consists of discretizing the basin using
polygons (or other geometries), and
iteratively solving the nonlinear inverse
problem by local or global optimization.
Nevertheless, this kind of approach is highly
dependent on the prior information used and
lacks a correct solution appraisal (nonlinear
uncertainty analysis). When the geometry
of the bodies is unknown, there will be made
some assumptions about the values of
the
corresponding
densities.
Among
the nonlinear techniques, the inversion of
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2. Inversion Methodology
2.1. Forward Model
Forward model is considered

inversion is a 2-D model. The 2-D model
in x-z plane can be divided into M
rectangular prisms which approximate a
sedimentary basin. Density contrast between
sedimentary and its bedrock will be
considered constant. Effect of vertical
component of gravity (g) of one of these
prisms in one observation point with position
(x0, y0), on the surface earth, can be
calculated by the following relation (Plouff,
1966):

r

basement relief of a sedimentary basin is
a relatively common task (Barbosa et al.,
1999; Blakely, 1996; Chakravarthi and
Sundararajan, 2007; Zhou, 2013).
Nonlinear gravity inversion of basement
relief in sedimentary basins can be
considered as a 2D or 3D problem depending
on the model conceptualization. The 2D
case is seen to be very common, consisting of
the inversion of one or different profiles
across the basin, generally with its maximum
depth.
A nonlinear optimization is the classical way
to tackle this problem, where the unknowns
are the depth of the basement at certain
locations, or the depth and some additional
parameters to take into account the density
variations of the sediments with position. As
inverse problems are being more complicated
in the real world, it is a need to use better
optimization algorithms. Almost in all
optimization problems, the goal is to find
minimum or maximum of an objective
function. Today, different researchers in the
field of computer science, mathematics and
physics seek to invent new methods, make
more compatibility and harmony in inversion
method. In this regard, getting solutions of
the inverse problems can be achieved by
optimizing methods where an objective
function, including parameters that describe
the model in the nature, can be defined. In
using optimizing methods, the parameters
will be estimated when an objective function
can be minimized.
This paper has applied an inversion technique
in gravity and for a problem, by defining
different objective functions, including
parameters which describe the models. In
this work, a constrained nonlinear
optimization method for gravity data
inversion has been used where linear or
nonlinear constraints can be considered to
model parameters.
In this study, the subsurface is also divided
into rectangular prisms while iterative
nonlinear optimization technique is used to
estimate the thickness of elementary prisms
that approximate the sedimentary basin
geometry.
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(1)

where K is the universal constant of
gravitation,  is density contrast, r0 is vector
distance from the observed point to origin
and r is vector distance from the origin to a
point of anomalous body (prism). After
integration, the gravity effect of one of the
prisms at one observation point is shown
below (Plouff, 1966):
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where x1, x2, z1, z2 are the bounds of prism.
Usually, n layers and n-1 interfaces are
considered. Each layer includes M prisms
that lower bound will estimate interface
between the layers. Each layer and each
prism number is shown by index i and j
respectively. Therefore, the effect of these M
prisms in an observation point can be
estimated by adding the gravity effect of all
prisms. Considering that the density contrasts
in one layer for all prisms are equal, the
following
relation
is
arranged
for
programming purposes from the above
equation:
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(3)
where g is the gravity effect of all prisms in a
measured point. In other words, the gravity
effect of these prisms in each layer, with a
constant density for a layer that can
approximate the gravity effect of a
sedimentary basin. For a two layers model,
the value of n is set to 2.
2.2. Constrained Nonlinear Optimization
Method
2.2.1. Optimization Theory Overview
Optimization techniques are used to find a set
of design parameters, x = [x1, x2, ..., xn] that
can, in some way, be defined as optimal. In a
simple case, this might be the minimization
or maximization of a characteristic system
that is dependent on x. In a more advanced
formulation, the objective function, f(x), to
be minimized or maximized, might be
subject to constraints in the form of equality
constraints, Gi(x) = 0 ( i = 1,...,me); inequality
constraints, Gi( x) ≤ 0 (i = me + 1,...,m);
and/or parameter bounds, xl, xu (lower and
upper bound).
A General Problem (GP) description is stated
as:
( )
(4)
Subject to
( ) = , = ,…, ,
(5)
( )≤ , =
+ ,…, ,
(6)
< < .
(7)
where x is parameters vector with length n,
f(x) is the objective function, which returns a
scalar value, and the vector function G(x)
which returns a vector of length m containing
values of the equality and inequality

constraints evaluated at x. An efficient and
accurate solution to this problem depends not
only on the size of the problem in terms of
the number of constraints and design
variables, but also on characteristics of the
objective function and constraints. When
both the objective function and the
constraints are linear functions of the design
variable, the problem is known as a Linear
Programming (LP) problem. Quadratic
Programming
(QP)
concerns
the
minimization or maximization of a quadratic
objective function that is linearly constrained.
For both the LP and QP problems, reliable
solution procedures are readily available.
More difficult to solve is the Nonlinear
Programming (NP) problem in which the
objective function and constraints can be
nonlinear functions of the design variables. A
solution of the NP problem generally requires
an iterative procedure to establish a direction
of search at major iteration. This is usually
achieved by the solution of an LP, a QP, or
an unconstrained subproblem.
2.2.2. Active Set Algorithm
In constrained optimization, the general aim
is to transform the problem into an easier
subproblem that can then be solved and used
as the basis of an iterative process. Solutions
of this problem have focused on the solution
of the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) equations
(Kuhn and Tucker, 1951). The KKT
equations are necessary conditions for
optimality for a constrained optimization
problem. If the problem is a so-called convex
programming problem, that is, f(x) and Gi(x),
i = 1, ..., m, are convex functions; then, the
KKT equations are both necessary and
sufficient for a global solution point. Let x*
be a local extremum point of function f
subject to the constraints mentioned in
Equations (5), (6) and (7). The Karush-KuhnTucker equations can be stated as:
( ∗) + ∑
.
≥ ,

(

∗)

=

.
= ,
+

( ∗) =
= ,…,
,…

,

(8)
(9)
(10)

In addition to the original constraints
mentioned for function f(x), the first equation
describes a cancellation of the gradients
between the objective function and the active
constraints at the solution point. For the
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gradients to be canceled, Lagrange
multipliers (λi, i = 1, ... , m) are necessary to
balance the deviations in magnitude of the
objective function and constraint gradients.
Because only active constraints are included
in this canceling operation, constraints that
are not active must not be included in this
operation and so are given Lagrange
multipliers equal to 0. This is stated
implicitly in the last two Karush-KuhnTucker equations.
The solution of the KKT equations forms the
basis to many nonlinear programming
algorithms. These algorithms attempt to
compute the Lagrange multipliers directly.
Constrained quasi-Newton methods insure
super linear convergence by accumulating
the second-order information regarding the
KKT equations using a quasi-Newton
updating procedure. These methods are
commonly
mentioned
as
Sequential
Quadratic Programming (SQP) methods,
since a QP subproblem is solved at each
major iteration, also known as Iterative
Quadratic
Programming
(Hock
and
Schittkowski, 1983), Recursive Quadratic
Programming (Biggs, 1973), and Constrained
Variable Metric methods (Powell, 1983).
2.2.3 Sequential Quadratic Programming
(SQP)
SQP methods represent the state of the art in
nonlinear
programming
methods
(Schittkowski, 1986). The method allows us
to closely mimic Newton's method for
constrained optimization just as is done for
unconstrained optimization (Biggs, 1973;
Han, 1977; Powell, 1978a, 1978b). At each
major iteration, an approximation is made of
the Hessian of the Lagrangian function using
a quasi-Newton updating method which is
then used to insure a QP subproblem whose
solution forms a search direction for a line
search procedure. A general review of SQP is
found in -Fletcher, 2013; Gill et al., 1981;
Powell, 1983; Schittkowski, 1986.
Given the problem description in GP
(Equation 4), the principal idea is the
formulation of a QP subproblem based on a
quadratic approximation of the Lagrangian
function.
( , )= ( )+ ∑

.

( ).

(11)

If x* is a local extremum point of the
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objective function f, then Equation (11) can
be used in the procedure of the minimization
in the following cases:
a) The constraint ( ) = , = , … , .
Assume that x* is a regular point of these
constraints. Then, there is a
such that
Equation (8) is satisfied, subject to the
constraint.
b) If me< m, a constraint Gi(x) is active at x*
if Gi(x*) = 0, and it is inactive if Gi(x*) < 0.
Note that all equality constraints are active.
c) If x* is a local extremum point of function
f subject to Equation (5) and (6). Assume that
x* is a regular point of these constraints.
Then Equation (8), (9) and (10) are held.
The QP subproblem obtained by linearizing
the nonlinear constraints. This subproblem
can be solved using any QP algorithm. The
solution of QP algorithm is used to form a
new iterate
=

+

(12)

The step length parameter αk is determined
by an appropriate line search procedure so
that a sufficient decrease in a merit function
is obtained and Xk and dk are estimated by
QP algorithm.
A nonlinearly constrained problem can often
be solved in less iteration than an
unconstrained
problem
using
SQP.
The reason for this is that, because of
limits on the feasible area, the optimizer
can make informed decisions regarding
directions of search and step length. The
process of nonlinear optimization that
explained above is summarized and shown in
Figure 1.
For implementation of the above-mentioned
method for the inversion, a Matlab toolbox
algorithm, named optimization tools,
constrained nonlinear minimization, has been
used.
2.3. Choosing Form of the Objective
Function
This method has flexibility of using different
forms of the objective function. For overdetermined problem where the number of
data is greater than that of model parameters
and the inverse problem well-constrained by
data and noise that has less effect on the
instability of the inversion, the objective
function can be chosen in one of the
following forms:
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2.3.1. Over
O
and Evven Determiined Inversee
Problem
ms
( )=
∑

|

( )=

=

∑

=

( )|

(13))
=

∑

(

)

.

(14))

where f(x)
f( is the obbjective function, x is a
vector oof model parrameters,
is observed
d
data,
is predicted data, g(x) iss the forward
d
v
mean is error avverage valuee,
model vector,
RMS is standard deviation
d
or Root Mean
n
mber of dataa.
Square eerror and N is the num
Sometim
mes, both of the above equations
e
can
n
be used in the case where
w
the nuumber of dataa
me as that off model paraameters (even
n
is the sam
determinned problem
ms, practicaally is noot
usual).

2.3.2 Underdettermined invverse probleems
i
caan be
Maaking stabiliity in the inversion
achhieved by defining
d
otheer forms foor the
objective functiion such as thhe followingg:
( )=
‖
‖

( ( ))

+

(15)

In the
t above eqquation, the first
f
term shhows a
weiighted measuure of the prredicted erroor and
the second one shows the weighted
w
length of
t
equationn,  is
the model paraameters. In this
weight
callled dampingg factor and shows the w
of each
e
term inn minimizatiion, x is vecctor of
model parametters, Wm is a matrix w
which
m
weiights model parameters, Wd is a matrix
whiich weights data that may
m be diaggonal,
do is vector of observeed data, g((x) is
predicted data vector
v
and f((x) is the objective
funnction.

F
Figure
1. Flowcchart of the nonn-linear constraiined optimizatioon algorithm.
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When a small damping factor is chosen,
most weight for minimization will be
assigned to the first term (show unfitness
between observed and calculated data)
that may cause to an unreasonable model.
However, when a large value is chosen for ,
most weight will be assigned to
the minimization of the second term
(damping term), and this itself causes to a
smooth
model
(without
detail).
Use of the second term called damping
term causes the inverse problem be more
stable, and the results also physically be
more reasonable. Using the second term
or damping term limits the searching space of
model parameters and reduces underdeterminacy part of the inverse problem.
Despite these, the inverse problem becomes
more
resistant
against
the
noise.
Of course, there is a variety of manners
for selecting  coefficient of the damping
term or even different forms for the second
term.
3. Inversion by Synthetic Data
3.1. Selective Synthetic Model
In order to specify the advantages and
weaknesses
of
the
method,
as it is prevalent, the methodology should
be examined by an obtained synthetic data of
a theoretical model. For this reason,
a relatively complex 2-D model has been
designed. Assume that a sedimentary basin
consisting of homogeneous sediments and
basement can be modeled by a set of
the elementary sources. A finite region of
the x-z plan, containing entirely the basin,
is discretized into M juxtaposed, 2-D prisms
whose tops are at the earth’s surface.
The thicknesses of the prisms are the
parameters to be estimated from the gravity
data. Besides, for simplicity, the density
contrast between the sediments and the
basement is assumed to be kept constant and
known. The only parameters to be estimated
(thicknesses of elementary prisms) are
related to the gravity field by the nonlinear
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relationship (Equation 2 or 3). The
considered synthetic model (Figure 2.a) is
formed by 40 elementary prisms, which
approximate a sedimentary basin whose
density contrast with the basement is
considered constant (-0.5 g/cm3). The model
length is 30 km and the maximum depth
of the sedimentary basin or depth of
the basement is considered 4.5 km. The
gravity effect of this synthetic model is
calculated using Equation (3) and depicted in
Figure 2.b.
As it can be seen in Figure 2.b, the length
of the survey data or profile is about 30 km,
the number of data point is 110, and the
distance between measured points is taken
0.3 km.
3.2. Inversion of Synthetic Gravity Data
The synthetic data has been inverted using
the
nonlinear
constrained
inversion
algorithm. The dependency of the objective
functions on model parameters (here are
depth of 2-D elementary prisms) is a
nonlinear one. Since the problem is
nonlinear, it needs some iteration to optimize
initial defined model parameters.
To begin the inversion, it is needed to define
an initial model composed of some model
parameters. In this case, the number of model
parameters selected are equal to those used
for constructing synthetic model, meaning
40. Thus, in this case, the initial model was
constructed from 40 prisms whose tops were
selected at the surface and bottoms at depth 2
km. It means that the initial model was a flat
model at depth 2 km. Lower and upper
bounds considered for the inversion were 0
and 5 km, as the constraints for the model
parameters during the procedure of the
optimization. These were the only constraints
used for the inversion.
In this section, we want to examine the effect
of the noisy data on the inversion result. To
do this, some Gaussian noise (about 5%) was
added to the data so that the standard
deviation error was about 2.4 mGal.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Designed synthhetic model com
mposed of 40 ellementary prism
ms whose bottom
ms make interfface between baasement
and sediments (a). Gravity ressponse of the syynthetic model (b).
(

In orderr to have beetter criteria for stopping
g
iterationns of the inversion,
i
thhe objectivee
m of standard
d
functionn is defined in the form
deviationn or Root Mean Squaare error as
defined in Equation (14). The results
r
of thee
inversionn are shown in Figure 3.
In procedure of the in
nversion, thee initial valuee
of standaard deviationn was about 8 mGal thaat
after 9 itterations reaached less thaan 2.4 mGall.
The convvergent rate of the inverssion was alsoo
rather faast, because just
j after 9 iterations, thee
objectivee function reached below thee
minimum
m value. Looking at in (Figure 3.a)),
it is obseerved that thee inverted model
m
is reallyy
similar to the origginal model (Figure 2)),
i the modeel
and therre is also noo instability in
(even in
i the borrders). Com
mparison of
the gravvity model response with
w
that of
the synthhetic noisy data
d
is show
wn in (Figuree
3.b); thee effect of thhe Gaussian noise in thee
form of undulations can also bee seen on thee

figuure.
As shown, thhere is a good adjusstment
betw
ween the grravity respon
nse of the model
m
andd the part of free-noise obbserved dataa. This
meaans that the noise has ro
oughly less role
r
in
the optimization
n, and the original modeel that
hass been reeproduced with a good
appproximation. As a result, it can be saiid that
the applied metthod used foor the inverssion is
t noise, as if the
relaatively resisttant against the
effeect of noisee is not so
o tangible in
i the
inverted model..
4. Real
R Gravity
y Data Inverrsion
4.1. Geology Seetting
b
of Am
man Abad area
a
is
Thee sediment basin
locaated in sou
uth part off desert Mighan
M
(Figgure 4). In th
his region, thhe highest pllace is
assiigned to thee mountain of
o Haftad Gholeh
G
witth a height about
a
2720 m and the lowest
l
onee to Lake of Mighan
M
deseert about 16660 m.

Inversion of Gravity
G
Data by
b Constrained
d Nonlinear Optimization
O
baased on …
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(a)

(b)
Figuree 3. Result of the
t inversion off synthetic noissy gravity data (a), comparisoon of the observved and calculaated gravity
data (b).

Accoording
to
the
geeological
and
classiification of Iran, a maajor part of the
Amann Abad areaa is located in
i the Sanan
ndajSirjann zone, and a partial paart of it is also
locateed in subzo
one of Haftaad Gholeh. The
Tabatteh and Talk
khab, big fauults in this area,
a
have general nortthwest - souttheast trend that
m trend.
is thee same as thaat of Zagros main
Mostt of the sedim
mentary of thhis area incluudes
limy slate in Crettaceous periood. Some off the
formationss
whhich
intrussion
madee granodiorrite rocks in this area
have also penettrated in these limes. The
moveement of Larramide Oroggeny has cauused
somee folds, trannsformation, upductions and
magm
ma intrusionns. In the effect of this
moveement, limess of Cretaceoous period have
h
been shaped in sllate form. Inn addition too the
faultss, there are many fractuures with seams
and ccavities in the
t formatioons that provvide
the main
m
resource of the undderground water
w
for A
Arak plain.

4.2. Modelin
ng of the daata
The proposed method was applied to the
man Abad basin to
gravity anomaly of Am
determine thhe relief off interface separating
two homoggeneous meedia, sedimeents and
basement. The
T same as synthetic case, upper
medium is discretizedd into recctangular,
j
juxtaposed
prisms whose thiicknesses
represent thee depths to the interfacee and are
the parametters to be estimated from
f
the
gravity anom
maly data innversion. Thee density
contrasts off all prisms are assumeed to be
constant andd known.
As gravity anomaly haas some com
mponents
b the regiional trend, regional
influenced by
anomaly haas also beeen determinned and
removed froom the measuured data.
The survey of real graavity data in
i Aman
h been do
one by graviimeter of
Abad area has
type
CG3
3,
SCINT
TREX,
(auutomated
gravimeter of Institutee of Geophhysics of
o Tehran), along
a
six prrofiles A,
University of
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B, C, D, E and F
The acccuracy of
0.005 mGal
m
and
itself, ddoes tidal

orienting
o
wesstern-eastern
n.
thhe gravimetter is abouut
f
fortunately,
this devicee
correction
c
auutomatically
y.

i 259, whicch are
Thee number off total data is
disttributed on the
t profiles. In Figure 5, the
possition of profiles is show
wn on topoggraphy
conntours map of the area.

Figure 4. The position of
o the studying area
a by Google Earth.

F
Figure
5. Positioon of the gravitty profiles on thhe topography contours
c
map.
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The distance between measurement points is
about 60-80 m, the distance between profiles
is about 250 m, and total area of the survey
zone is about 5 km2.
In order to get gravity anomaly data for the
inversion, different corrections have been
performed on the raw data and the trend is
calculated and reduced from the corrected
data.
By fitting the observed data with orthogonal
and orthonormal polynomials that are
independent functions, the regional trend
effect of the data was calculated.
Then, residual data were obtained by
reducing the calculated regional effect from
the observed data (Sarma et al, 1990).
The cause of using mentioned polynomials
rather than ordinary ones is that a set of
linear equations formed from them that will
not be ill-conditioned, and convergence rate
of this method is more than the least squares
approximation techniques. Thus, using this
method for calculating trend coefficients will
be more efficient than the ordinary least
squares techniques (Sarma et al, 1990).
Selecting the number and order of these
polynomials for calculating regional effect
was formed by using the F test statistical
analysis (Sarma et al, 1990). Concerning the
mentioned statistical analysis, polynomials of
order 3 were considered for calculating the
effect of the regional trend. Calculated 2-D
Bouguer gravity anomaly (residuals) map of
the area has been depicted in Figure 6.
Due to lack of the space here, only data
inversion results of some selected profiles
will be presented in the following.
4.2.1. Inversion of Gravity Data from
Profile A
There are about 41 survey data on this
profile, oriented east-western. For inversion
of this gravity anomaly data, as the number
of data is rather low, three types of
parameterizations have been made:
1) Over-determined, 2) Even-determined,
3) Under-determined
1) Over-determined

Here, a model consisting of 15 prisms that
their upper height show horizontal surface
and their lower height show the interface
between sedimentary and bedrock, have been
considered. The positions of some drinking
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water wells in this area are shown in Figure
7. Excavated depths of these wells are
different. They have been excavated as far as
they fulfill the need for water and some of
them reach the bedrock. Sediments thickness
of wells number 4 and 15, which have
reached the bedrock are about 140 m. Depth
of other wells are about 100 m and have not
excavated to the bedrock depth yet.
From information of the dug wells in this
area, the maximum depth of the sediments or
maximum depth of the bedrock was
considered to be about 200 m for doing all
real data inversions. Thus, the average depth
of the sediments for all inversions was
considered about 100 m. Based on this
information, the upper and lower bound for
sediments thickness for the inversions have
been considered 0 and 200 m. For this case,
model parameterization was performed in a
way that the number of data is greater than
those
of
model
parameters
(overdetermined).
The
objective
function
considered for this case was that of defined in
Equation (14). The density contrast between
bedrock and sediments was obtained based
on some gathered downhole data in this
region. The lithologic descriptions of well
number 4 and 15 are shown in Table 1. In the
table, observed lithology intervals for each
borehole are indicated. The lithology
materials of the sediment intervals are
composed of clay, sand, gravel and cobble,
with different percentage at different depths.
As mentioned in the table, bedrock material
is schist. Density contrast between the
sediments and the bedrock was estimated
about 0.5 g/cm3. This was considered
constant during the optimization procedure
and only lower depths of the prisms have
been changed. The result of this inversion is
shown in Figure 8.
Decreasing rate of the objective function was
fast, after 15 iterations, its value reached
0.019967 mGal. The depth of the
sedimentary basin increases from west to
east, and in the center, it reaches the
maximum (about 200 m), including also an
uplift (Figure 8.a). The gravity response of
the inverted model and observed data are
depicted in Figure 8.b. As shown, the
agreement between two data sets is
reasonable except in the east, due to the side
effect and result of incomplete survey data
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along thiis profile.
2) Even-d
determined
Profile A

To exam
mine the effiiciency of thhe method, a
finer paarameterizatiion was considered for

n this case, the consiidered
the model. In
ximated by 40 rectanngular
model approx
prissms whosse lower depths shape
the geometry of the baseement alongg this
proofile.

Fiigure 6. 2-D Boouguer gravity anomaly
a
(mGall) together withh the position off the stations annd the profiles.

Figure7. Positions of excavvated drinking water
w
wells on the
t measured gravity
g
data proffiles map.

Inversion of Gravity
G
Data by
b Constrained
d Nonlinear Optimization
O
baased on …
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Tablee 1. Lithology tyypes tables of well
w number 4 and
a 15 from thee gathered downnhole data.

By sselecting this parameterrization, invverse
probllem becomes underdeetermined. This
T
may make somee instabilityy in the moodel
durinng the process of the opptimization. The
inverrsion resultt using the
t
mentiooned
objecctive function (Equation (14)) is shoown
in Figgure 9.

The decreasing rate of thhe objectivee function
was also faast, after 400 iterations its value
reached 0.00
022436 mG
Gal. The geoometry of
the bedrock shows an unreasonable
u
e geology
feature, espeecially in thee east (right side) that
indicates soome instabiility in thee model
(Figure 9.a)..

(a)

(b)
Figuree 8. Produced model (15 moodel parameterss) from the invversion (a) and gravity respon
nse of the inveerted model
w the real graavity data (b), allong profile A.
together with
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Althoughh the agreement betw
ween gravityy
responsee of the in
nverted moddel and thee
observedd data is goood (Figure 9.bb), due to thee
existencee of inherrent non-unniqueness of
inverse pproblems, thee resulted unnstable modeel
is not oft
ften reliable in
i geologicall sense.

parrt of the moddel can be seen; howeveer, the
obsserved instab
bilities havee been elimiinated
andd any unexpeected undulaation in this model
m
is not
n observable. There is a good agreeement
betw
ween the gravity
g
moddel responsee and
meaasured data. The partial unfitting
u
in central
c
parrt may be beccause of existing noise or
o due
to the
t smoothneess or dampin
ng.

Profile B

Now, foor making staability in thee inversion, a
o
new objective functtion that connsists of two
was used: firrst, the minnimization of
terms w
error veector length
h of data; second, thee
minimization of the model param
meters vector
v
forms
length thhat can be deefined with variety
(Equatioon 15).
As menntioned beforre, there is a variety of
t value 0.2
2
mannerss for selectinng . Here, the
is assignned to the daamping coeffficient , for
the inveersion. Resuults of the inversion
i
aree
shown inn Figure 10.
The miinimization rate of thhe objectivee
functionn was ratheer fast, annd after 40
0
d
to 0.85115.
0
iterationns, its value decreased
wn, we cou
uld control the
t
previous
As show
instabilitty and pro
oduce a moodel that is
geologiccally reasonaable. Uplift in
i the centraal

3) Under-determ
U
mined

To show that the
t defined objective
o
funnction
o two term
ms (Equationn 15)
is consisted of
whiich can hanndle underdeetermined innverse
prooblems, the data of proofile A, wheen the
num
mber of data is less than that of model
m
parrameters (undder-determin
ned problem)), was
alsoo inversed.
Forr this case, this timee, the moddel is
connstructed off 60 paraameters andd the
sam
me previous 41 data. As before, the initial
model which was
w chosen a flat one at depth
2 m
1000 m had chaanged betweeen 0 and 200
durring the optiimization prrocedure. Foor this
case, damping coefficient , was asssigned
0.2. The result of this inveersion is shown in
Figgure 11.

(a)

(b)
Figure 9. Produced mod
del (40 model parameters) froom the inversioon (a) and graavity response of
o the invertedd model
together with the
t real gravity data (b), alongg profile A.

Inversion of Gravity
G
Data by
b Constrained
d Nonlinear Optimization
O
baased on …
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(a)

(b)
Figuree 10. Produced
d model (40 moodel parameterss) from the inveersion using daamping term (a), and gravity response
r
of
the inverrted model togeether with the reeal gravity data (b), along proffile A.

The ddecreasing raate of the obbjective funcction
was rather fast, and after 660 iterations,, its
valuee has reachhed 0.1236. As shownn in
Figurre 11.a, thee geometry of sedimen
ntary
basinn is almost likke the previoous ones, exccept

in the east siide. There is a rational addjustment
between thee gravity reesponse prodduced of
this model and
a the obseerved data, as
a shown
in Figure 11.b.

(a)

(b)
Figuree 11. Producedd model (60 moodel parameters) from the inveersion using dam
mping term (a)), and the gravitty response
of the invverted model toogether with thee real one data (b),
( along profille A.
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It shoulld be noteed that, in the underrdeterminned cases, each
e
model parameter is
estimated as a combiination of itss neighboring
g
t nature off this kind of
parameteers. This is the
inverse pproblems. Byy doing this inversion, it
i
has beenn shown thaat this methood would bee
suitable for both the over and underrdeterminned cases.

12.
o the objective
Thee decreasinng trend of
funnction was faast, after 20 iterations
i
its value
reacched 0.00755562. The maximum
m
deppth of
the sediments iss about 200 m (Fig. 12.a)).
To investigatee the dependency off the
ng different initial
inversion resultts on choosin
models, in this case, the innversion was also
m
impplemented byy considering an initial model
at depth
d
1000 m.
m The used initial modeel was
nott only chosen outside thhe defined bounds
ut also chosenn 10 times greater
g
(0 - 200 m), bu
thann the considdered averagge depth (1000 m).
Thee model from
m this inverssion is also shown
s
together with the
t model from
f
the preevious
inversion (Figuure 12.a). Grravity responnse of
thesse two moodels is alsso depicted with
corrresponding observed gravity datta in
Figgure 12.b. Ass can be seenn in the figurees, the
twoo models andd two data sets
s
from thhe two
inversions havee a good agrreement withh each
other. This faact could be shown foor all
wever, due to
t the lack of
o the
inversions; how
hem is presented.
spaace here, only one of th
Ressults of thiss investigatioon show thaat the
inversion methhod is lesss dependennt on
chooosing the initial modell in a reasoonable
range.

nversion off Gravity Data from
m
4.2.2 In
Profile C
Collected data along
g this profile has almost a
west – east directtion that rooughly pass
through the center off the anomally (Figure 6)).
mber of dataa along this profile
p
is 455,
The num
with maaximum anom
maly of abouut 3.5 mGall.
Inversionn of this daata was impplemented byy
choosingg an initial flat
f model at the depth of
100 m, consisting of 20 param
meters. This
w
chosenn to takee
parameteerization was
advantagge of the ov
ver-determinned condition
n
for the inverse prooblem. It iis clear thaat
choosingg this model parameterizzation did noot
need too use the objective function
fu
thaat
consists of damping term. Thus, optimization
n
procedurre was perfformed usinng a simplee
objectivee function such as Eqquation (14)).
Results oof this inversion are shown in Figuree

Inverted Model
M
from re
eal data profile C (NM= 20
0)
0

1

2

3

Depth(Km)

0
-0.05

Well 4

In
nitial model at depth
0..1 Km

-0.1

In
nitial model at depth 1
Km

-0.15
-0.2

D
Distance(Km)
)

(a)

(b)
Figure 12. Produced mod
del (20 model parameters)
p
from the inversionn (a), and the grravity response of the invertedd model
together with the real one daata (b), along prrofile C.
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In this figure, observed sudden variations in
depths of the interface in the model can be
interpreted as fault, such as in horizontal
positions about 1.2 km. In this inversion, the
number of the data was about three times of
that of the model parameters. In this way, a
good constraint is implemented on the
inversion by data. Thus, the resultant model
is reliable and any instability cannot be seen
in the model. As shown in Figure 12.b, a
good fit is observable between gravity
responses of the model with the measured
data along this profile.
The nearest well to this profile is well
number 4 whose approximate position is
shown on the profile (Figure 12.a). As it can
be seen, at this position, the thickness of the
sediments from the inverted model is about
120 m, which is roughly less than the depth
of the well which is 140m (Table 1). The
cause of the difference is that the thickness of
sediments to the north direction and to the
anomaly center should increase (see Figure
6).
It is necessary to mention that the results of
the inversions from other data profiles and
different parameterization, such as those used
for data profile of A and C are not shown
here due to the lack of the space.

weaknesses that depend on for what
geophysical problem in hands is used. The
method used here for solving a practical
problem in gravity, means estimating
geometry of basin interface from the
measured gravity data, that maybe
approached using other nonlinear inversion
techniques. Some of them are referred in the
introduction part, but some advantages of
using this method can be pointed out as
follows:
a) There is flexibility on choosing the
objective function for the inversion, in
procedure of the nonlinear optimization
(depending on the problem conditions).
b) Handling under-determined and overdetermined inverse problems.
c) Using partial derivatives analytically (if
possible) or numerically for the inversion.
d) Introducing different constraints for the
inversion, in the form of upper or lower
bounds or introducing them in the form of
equations.
e) The inversion technique used is less
dependent on choosing the initial model in a
reasonable range.
f) Basic algorithm of nonlinear optimization
is simple for programming and does not need
to write a complicated program.

5. Conclusions
In this study, a 2-D model composed of a set
of juxtaposed prisms whose lower faces were
considered as unknown model parameters
that approximated the geometry of a
basement. Synthetic and real gravity data
were inverted using a nonlinear inversion
technique and an optimization procedure.
Density contrast between sediments and
basement was taken known for the inversion.
Results of the inversion of both synthetic and
real data showed that this method has a
noticeable efficiency and flexibility in
inverting data. The results also show that this
method is able to map the geometry of
sedimentary basins, detecting features such
as uplifts and faults, using inverting gravity
data, which have many practical applications
in the earth science branches. Delineating the
thickness of the sediments in the basin is also
one of the key factors for exploring water
potentials in the area and detecting fractures.
Finally, it should be mentioned that each
inversion method has its advantages and
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